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1. Introduction
In March 1976, one of the authors (P. H.) received a letter from Frank
Adams in which Adams cast serious doubt on the validity of Corollary
2.2(c) of [2], while accepting Theorem 2 of [1]. In fact, Theorem 2 of [1]
was reproduced as Corollary 3.5 of [2]; and Corollaries 2.2(c) and 3.5 of
[2] reappeared, in identical form, in the monograph [3], written by the
same authors, as Corollary II.5.4(c) and Corollary II.5.11. Let us repro-
duce those two statements as they appeared in [2, 3]; we will adopt the
numbering of [3].
STATEMENT 1 (Corollary II.5.4(c) of [3]). Suppose W is a connected
finite CW-complex and X is a nilpotent CW-complex of finite type. Then there
exists a cofinite set of primes Q such that the canonical map [W, XQ] -> [W, XQ]
is one-to-one.
STATEMENT 2 (Corollary II.5.11 of [3]). Suppose W is a connected
finite CW-complex and X is a nilpotent CW-complex of finite type. Given a
mapif f:W-> Xo, there exists a cofinite set of primes Q such that f factors
uniquely as f = rQg, where g: W -> XQ and rQ: XQ -> Xo is the canonical
map.
We repeat that Adams accepted Statement 2 but not Statement 1;
indeed, he provided, in his letter, a proposed counter-example to State-
ment 1, assuming certain detailed statements could be checked. Adams
was, of course, right. Statement 1 is incorrect, while Statement 2 is
correct; and Adams' proposed counter-example is, indeed, a counter-
example. However, the situation was complicated for us by the fact that
we based our proof of Statement 2 on Statement 1 (together with
Corollary II.5.10 of [3], identical with Corollary 3.4 of [2] and correct!).
f It was clear that all statements were made 'up to homotopy'.
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Indeed, Statement 2 was the only consequence we drew from Statement 1
in both [2] and [3]; and we did not offer a detailed proof of Statement 1 at
all, believing it followed automatically from a line of reasoning we had
employed in obtaining the principal result of [2].
We have found the error most instructive. For, as we point out in § 2,
Statement 1 becomes correct if we impose some homogeneity on the non-
empty counter-images of [TF,XQ] -> [W,XQ], as would be obtained if W
were a suspension or X a rational jET-space. Statement 1 also becomes
correct if we simply ask that [W, XQ] -> [TF,ZQ] be weakly infective,
meaning that the counter-image of the class of the constant map should
consist only of the class of the constant map. Its failure in general derives
from the fact that there may be so much inhomogeneity in the counter-
images ; we may give some precision to this idea as follows. Suppose that
S <= T denote sets of primes, suppose that W = Vuen for n ^ 2, let
g: W -> XT, and let g = g \ V. We then have a commutative diagram (see
(2.1) or the proof of Theorem II.5.3 of [3])
[W,XT]g
(1.1)
where we have written e% for the map induced by e: XT -> Xs, and we
have written e, generically, for a localizing map; and the suffixes g, eg
indicate our chosen base points for the given homotopy sets. Then, as
Adams' counter-example shows, the order of the kernel of the localizing
map e: coker^-*- cokerj/^ may depend on g and, indeed, the primes
appearing in that order may run over the entire set of primes as g varies
(when T is the entire set of primes). Of course, coker$?p is a subset of
[W,XT]g, mapped to c o k e r ^ by e^ ., so that the possibility of gross
inhomogeneity is established 1
As the numbering suggests, Statement 1 is the third part of a three-part
statement, Corollary II.5.4(a), (b), (c) of [3]. Corollary II.5.4(b) is
essentially equivalent to Corollary II.5.4(c) and fails with it; we will pay
no further attention to it. In § 2 we detail the proof of Corollary II.5.4(a),
since no details were given in [2] or [3] and we prove the weakened forms
of Statement 1. We also give a detailed proof of Statement 2; in fact, to
do so we actually strengthen Statement 2 slightly, in a direction which
should certainly cause no surprise. In §3 we describe a special case of
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Adams' counter-example, chosen to enable us to simplify the demon-
stration that it does indeed yield a counter-example to Statement 1. In
fact this counter-example shows that actually there are spaces W, X, of the
given kind such that [PP,XQ] -> [W,X0] fails to be injective for any non-
empty Q! It is also noteworthy that, in Adams' counter-example, W and
X are 1-connected.
A brief final section contains some remarks on the analogous situation
when we consider free homotopy sets rather than based homotopy sets.
An interesting question which then presents itself is the following. Let G
be a finitely-generated nilpotent group and let Go be its rationalization.
Let G be the set of conjugacy classes of G and define Go similarly. Then
e: G -> Go induces e*: G -> Go. Is e* finite-to-one?
It should go without saying that we are very grateful to Professor
Frank Adams for his well-founded scepticism and his perceptive suggestion
of a counter-example.
2. The main results
We first consider Corollary II.5.4(a) of [3], which coincides with
Corollary 2.2(a) of [2], and give a complete proof of it; this proof was only
hinted at in our previous versions.
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose W is a connected finite GW-complex and X is a
nilpotent GW-complex of finite type. Let S <= T denote sets of primes. Then
the canonical map e#: [W,XT~\ -+ [W,XS] is finite-to-one.
Proof. We may suppose that W1 is a wedge of circles, and we first
establish the conclusion when W = W1. Then e*: [W,XT] -> [W,XS] is
the localizing map e: GT -> Gs, where G is a (finite) direct product of
copies of TT-^X, and so a finitely-generated nilpotent group. Thus kere is
the /S'-torsion of GT, that is, the (T\#)-torsion of G. But the torsion sub-
group of G is finite, so that kere is finite and the conclusion holds if
W=WK
We may now proceed by induction. We assume that W = Vuen for
n ^ 2, and that e*: [F, XT] -> [F, Xs] is finite-to-one. Let g: W -» XT and
let g = g \ V. We then have a commutative diagram (compare the proof of
Theorem II.5.3 of [3])
[W,XT]g
(2.1) e e e*
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Moreover, the horizontal sequences are exact in the sense that (in the notation
of the top sequence) coker 9? operates faithfully on [W, XT]g and ph- pg{-g)
if and only if h = gf", where a e coker <p. Now (2.1) induces a localizing map
(2.2) e: coker <p -> coker I/J.
We now prove a crucial lemma which will also be used in our later
results.
LEMMA 2.2. The kernel of e: coker <p -> coker^ is finite.
Proof. We have
> ^ * * coker 53
eg) > rrnXs » coker »/r
Now by Theorem II. 3.11 of [3] TT^X^,, g) is T-local. Thus coker <p is JP-local.
Moreover, TTnXT is a finitely-generated ZT-module, and so therefore is
coker93. It follows that coker<p = AT®BT, where AT is a free Zr-module
and BJI is a finite Zy-module. Then the ^-localizing map
e: coker <p -> coker ip
embeds AT in As> say, and the kernel of e is just the #'-torsion of BT and is
hence finite.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.1. We prove that
(i) there exist finitely many h: W -> XT with given ph and e*h,
(ii) there exist finitely many ph with given e*h.
Obviously these two assertions together guarantee that there exist
finitely many h: W -> XT with eh = eg, so that e*: [W, XT] -» [W, Xs] is
finite-to-one and the inductive step is complete. To prove (i) observe that
if ph = g and e*h = eg, then h = g01 with a in the kernel of (2.2), so that,
by Lemma 2.2, a belongs to a finite set. To prove (ii) observe that if
e*h = eg then e%ph = e%g, so that ph belongs to a finite set, by the induc-
tive hypothesis. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
We note the following obvious corollary.
COROLLARY 2.3. The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds if W is quasifinite
(nilpotent).
For then there exists a map h: W -> W of a finite connected CW-
complex into W inducing a bisection h*: [W, Y] -*• [W, Y] for any nil-
potent space Y.
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As we have said in the introduction, Corollary II.5.4(b) and (c) of
[3], coinciding with Corollary 2.2(b) and (c) of [2], are false, in general.
We may however replace them by the following weaker statement; here
we say that a function of pointed sets is weakly injective if the counter-
image of the base point is the base point.
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose W is a connected finite CW-complex and X is a
nilpotent CW-complex of finite type. Then there exists a cofinite set of primes
Q such that the canonical map e*: [H^-X^] -> [PTJXQ] is weakly injective for
all S^Q.
We postpone the proof since the theorem is an immediate consequence
of Theorem 2.10 below.
COROLLARY 2.5. The conclusion of Theorem 2.4 holds if W is quasifinite
(nilpotent).
COROLLARY 2.6. If, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4, W is a
co-loop (for example, a suspension or a 1-connected co-H-space), then there
exists a cofinite set of primes Q such that the canonical map
e*:[W,Xs]->[W,X0]
is injective for all 8 <^Q.
For if W is a co-loop, then e^  is injective if it is weakly injective.
COROLLARY 2.7. / / , in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4, X is a
rational H-space, then there exists a cofinite set of primes Q such that the
canonical map e*: [PF,^] -» [W, Xo] is injective for all 8 £ Q.
Proof. Suppose dim W ^ n. We may kill the homotopy groups of X
above dimension n to produce Y and it is then plain that Y is a nilpotent
CW-complex of finite type, and a rational £T-space, and that the map
X -» Y induces bijections [TT,Zp] -> (W,YP] for all sets of primes P .
Thus we may suppose that X itself has vanishing homotopy groups in
dimensions not less than n+ 1.
Now consider the map X x X -+ Xo x XQ -+ XQ, where the first map is
rationalization and the second is the -ff-structure on Xo. If
u: (XXX^-^XQ
is the restriction of this map, then by Theorem 2.10 below, we may find a
cofinite set of primes Qx such that both u and u \ (X v X)n+1 lift uniquely to
XQl. Let the lift of u be vx: (XxX)n+1 -*• XQl. Since the homotopy
groups of XQl vanish in dimension greater than n, vx extends uniquely to
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v2: X x X -> XQl, inducing v: XQl x XQl -» XQl. I t is now plain that v is an
H-structure on XQl which makes e: XQl -> Xo an JET-map.
Thus we may endow [W,X8], for all 8 £ Qv with a loop-structure such
that e*: [TT, Xs] -» [PF, XQ] is a homomorphism of loops. If
e+iiW.Xd + iW.XA
is weakly injective for all S <= Q2, where Q2 is cofinite, and if Q = Q^Q^,
then Q is cofinite and e*: [W,X8] -> [Pf ,X0] is a weakly injective homo-
morphism for all 8 c Q. But a weakly injective homomorphism of loops
is injective.
REMARKS, (i) Again we may suppose W is quasifinite instead of finite
in Corollary 2.7.
(ii) We could improve the 'duality' between Corollaries 2.6 and 2.7 by
merely requiring, in the former, that W have the rational homology type
of a (finite) co-loop.
We now turn our attention to Corollary II.5.11 of [3], which coincides
with Corollary 3.5 of [2] and Theorem 2 of [1], This result is correct but
we must give a new proof since our original argument was based on the
strong form of Corollary II.5.4(c) of [3]. By way of preparation we
strengthen the statements of two purely algebraic results in [3]; it is plain
that a very mild adaptation of the proofs given there serves to establish
the stronger statements.
LEMMA 2.8. (cf. Lemma 1.3.4 of [3]). IfGeN is finitely generated, then
there exists a cofinite set of primes P such that Os -» O0 is injective for all
8szP.
THEOREM 2.9. (cf. Theorem 1.3.5 of [3]). Let O, Z G N be finitely
generated and let <p: 0 -> Ko. Then there exists a cofinite set of primes Q such
that <p has a unique lift into Ks for all 8 c § .
We are now ready to state and prove a strengthened form of Corollary
IL5.11of [3].
THEOREM 2.10. Suppose W is a connected finite CW-complex and X is a
nilpotent GW-complex of finite type. Given a map f: W -> XQ, there exists a
cofinite set of primes Q such that f has a unique lift (up to homolopy) into Xs
for all 8^Q.
Proof. We argue as in Theorem 2.1. If W = W1, a wedge of circles, the
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.9. Thus we may assume that
W = V u en for n ^ 2, and that there exists a cofinite set of primes Q such
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that / = /1 V has a unique lift into XT for all T £ Q. By Corollary II.5.10
of [3] there exists a cofinite set of primes R such that / lifts into XR. Let
Q* =QnR. Then Q* is cofinite, and if / lifts to g*: W -+ XQ. with
g* = gr* | V, we have the diagram (compare (2.1))
[W,XQ.\
(2.3)
Now e: coker p* -» coker ^ r has finite kernel (Lemma 2.2). Let P be the
(finite) set of primes involved in this kernel and let Q = Q* n P'. Then Q is
cofinite. Let S ^Q and let g: W -* Xs arise by dropping g*; set <jr = g \ V.
Then (2.3) may be expanded to
(2.4)
[W,X0]f
From (2.4) we obtain cokerp*—^-> coker§?—^-> coker^, where e1
localizes at S and e2 rationalizes. Now all the torsion of cokerp* belongs
to the set P and 8 <= P'. Thus coker <p is torsion-free, so that
e2' coker 9? -» coker if/
is injective. We now extract from (2.4) to construct the diagram
(2.5)
coker <p
coker 0
\W,xs\
[W,X0]f
from which we will infer that g is the unique lift of/ into Xs. For let h be
another lift and letK = h\V. Then e*^) = e*(g) = / ; but S c Q*
 £ Q, so
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that, by the inductive hypothesis, K = g. It follows that h = g* for a
unique a e cokery?. Then, applying e%, we have / = /eot. I t follows that e<x
is the neutral element of coker«/r, so that a is the neutral element of
cokerp and h = g, as required. This achieves the inductive step and
completes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY 2.11. The conclusion of Theorem 2.10 holds if W is quasi-
finite (nilpotent).
REMARK. Theorem 2.10 is stronger than Corollary II.5.11 of [3], or,
equivalently, Corollary 3.5 of [2], since it asserts that a lift of/: W -> Xo
to Xs is unique for all S ci Q. In principle it would appear possible t h a t /
could lift uniquely to XQ, but there might be several lifts to some Xs with
S c Q . However, this is not possible in the category N, and we conjecture
that it is not possible in NH. In N we have
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let ( J . I G N and let <p:G^ Ko lift to KQ. Then
every lift of <p to Ks, with S £ Q, lifts further to KQ.
1 2
Proof. Let KQ > Ks > Ko be localizing maps. Suppose we are
given <p: 0 -»• Ko, ip, ip': 0 -*• Ks, 6: 0 -» KQ, with ex9 = ip, e2tp = e20' = p.
If x G 0 then ifj'x = tffX.ux, where ux e ker e2. Now ker e2 is the S-torsion
subgroup of Ks, which may be identified with the #-torsion subgroups
of K and KQ. In other words, we may regard ex as being the identity
on /S-torsion subgroups and it thus makes sense to define a function
6': 0 -> KQ by B'x = 6x.ux. Obviously eft = «/»', so it remains to show that
9' is a homomorphism. Now
d'x.d'y = dx.uJy.Uy,
while d'xy = dxy.u^. Thus, since 6 is a homomorphism it remains to show
that ux.6y.uy = By.u,^, or
(2.6) Qy-i.ujy.uv = Uxy.
Since «/r' is a homomorphism it follows that the two sides of (2.6) are the
same under ev But each of the two sides lies in the #-torsion subgroup,
so (2.6) is established and with it Proposition 2.12.
Note that there is no gain in generality in writing KQ instead of K; we
merely wished to bring the notation into line with the enunciations of this
section.
COROLLARY 2.13. Let 0, K e N and let <p: 0 -+ Ko. If <p lifts uniquely to
KQ it lifts uniquely to every K8, for 8 ^Q.
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3. The Adams counter-example
In this section we show that Corollary II.5.4(c) of [3] is false in general.
To simplify the argument we specialize Adams' example as follows.
Let m be a positive integer and let us designate by m: 82 v 83 ->• S3 v 83 the
map which is constant on 82 and maps S3 to the second target 83 with
degree m. Let cu: 8* -> 82v83 be the Whitehead product map [ivi2],
where ilt i2 embed 82,83 in S2vS3. There is then an exact sequence
(3.1)
where V = 82vS3; here <p itself, and, in particular, its image, depend very
strongly on the choice of m, as we shall see. Note that
TT5(AS3 v 8s) = Z © Z/2 © Z/2,
the Z-summand being generated by the Whitehead product w, of iv i2,
where ix, i2 embed each 83 in 8s v 8s. Consider the element of
represented by/ : {82 v83) x / -»• 83v83, given by
f{x,t) =
 P{x,t),o {xe8%
f(y,t) = o,my (ye 8s),
where p: S^2 x / -> S^3 is the evident identification map of degree 1 and my
stands for the image of y under a map 8s -> S3 of degree m. It is easy to
see that 9?/ = mw.
We will show that for any element £ of 7T1(S3\/83V,m), the image of 2f
under <p is a multiple of mtt>. It then follows that, if m is odd,
coker (p = Z/m © T,
where T is a finite 2-group. Now coker 99 embeds in [S2 x 83,83vS3]. For
any m, coker 99 is annihilated by rationalization. However, given any
cofinite Q, we choose m to belong to Q and then the generator of Z/m in
coker <p is not annihilated by (^-localization. Thus for no cofinite Q is
e*: [S2 x 83, S3Q v 83Q] -+ [82 x 83, S^ v 8%] injective. Notice that, as pointed
out in the introduction, we have here an example where the primes
entering into | ker(coker <pg -?• coker 0^)1 depend on g, and are unbounded
in number.
Thus it remains to establish our claim that <p(2£) is a multiple of mw.
Let us write tp: In, In -> 8n, 0 for the canonical map (homeomorphic on the
interior of In to 8n\o). Then a> is represented by the map / 5 -> S2v83
given by
(a, b) h* {ijja, 0) [a el2, be I3); (a, 6) F-> (0, i/;b) (a el2, be I3).
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A map (S2v8z) xl -> S3v83, representing £, is a pair of maps
mapping $2 x / to o, and v: S3xl -+ S3v83 mapping 83xl by m. Hence
<p£ is represented by a map i5xl -> 83vS3, given by
( a , 6 , t) v+ u ( f a , t) (a e P , b e P ) ; ( a , 6 , t) \-> v t y b , t) ( a e P , b e P ) .
We extend this to a map of ( / 5 x / ) ' to 83v83 by setting the image of
(a, 6, t) equal to miftb for a e P,b e I3, t e / ; and the resulting map again
represents <p£.
It is plain that this map P -> 83v 8s represents a Whitehead product of
some element of 7r3(#3v#3) with mi2i provided that v(ipb,t) is (up to
homotopy) independent of t. Now two candidates for v (given the restric-
tion of v to SB x 1) differ by an element of TT4OS3 V£3) = Z / 2 e Z/2. Thus
if we double the original element £ we achieve our objective, as claimed.^
4. Free homotopy classes
In this final section we show, by a much simpler counter-example than
that given in § 3, that the analogue of Corollary II.5.4(c) of [3] is also false
when we consider free homotopy classes instead of based homotopy
classes. We also briefly discuss the analogues of Corollaries 2.6 and 2.7
of this paper in the case of free homotopy; we show that the analogue of
the former is false while the analogue of the latter is true.
Let us write [W, Xjfj. for the set of free homotopy classes of maps from
W to X; here W will be connected finite and X will be nilpotent, of finite
type. We will show that there exist W and X such that
is injective for no cofinite set of primes Q; indeed it will fail to be injective
whenever Q is non-empty.
Thus we take W = S1 and X = K{0,1), with 0 = i7(3,Z), the set of
3 x 3 matrices
1 a c
0 1 6 1 (a,b,ceZ).
0 0 1
Then [PF,^]^ may, of course, be identified with the set of conjugacy
classes of elements of G, whatever the group 0 may be. We now prove,
for our particular choice of G,
t It is clear that we have really shown that e* : [Sz x S3, S% v £|] -> [<S2 x S*, SI v S%)
is not injective for any non-empty Q.
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LEMMA 4.1. G is nilpotent of class 2 and, for any set of primes P,
GP = 27(3, Z P ) , the set of 3x3 matrices
1 a c \
0 1 b \ (a,b,CE Z P ) ,
0 0 1 /
with the obvious localization e: G -> GP.
Proof. We may identify G with the set of triples (a,b,c), where
a,b,c G Z, together with the product rule
(4.1) (o1,61,c1)(a2>6a>ca) = (a1 + a2,b1 + b2,cx + cz + a1bz).
It is plain from (4.1) that the centre Z(G) of G consists of triples (0,0,c),
and that G/Z(G) £ Z © Z. Thus we have a central extension
z >->#-» z © z.
Similarly 27(3, ZP) may be represented as a central extension
ZP >-> 27(3, ZP) -» Zp0Z P
and, moreover, the embedding e: Z >-» ZP extends to a map of central
extensions
z>
(4.2)
->27(3,ZP)
From (4.2) we see that G is nilpotent of class 2 and that the natural map
G -> U(3, Zp) P-localizes, as claimed.
Thus to establish the claim made in our second paragraph we must show
that
is not injective for any non-empty Q, where H is the set of conjugacy
classes of the group H. To this end, consider the elements A = (0, n, 0),
B — {0,n,m), where m,n e Z\{0}, of the group 27(3,Z); here we use the
simplified notation of the proof of the lemma. A straightforward calcula-
tion shows that T e 27(3, Q) satisfies TAT-1 = B if and only if
T = {m/n, b, c), with arbitrary b, c e Q. Thus, given any non-empty set of
primes Q we have only to choose n to be a Q-number not equal to 1 and
m = 1 in order to find two elements A, B which are conjugate in 27(3, Q)
and not in 27(3, ZQ).
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REMARKS. 1. This example is of particular interest because, of course,
1/(3, ZT) -* Z7(3, Zs) is injective for all pairs S g 2\
2. This same example shows that the analogue of Corollary 2.6 is false
in free homotopy, since S1 is a suspension. On the other hand, the
analogue of Corollary 2.7 does hold:
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Wbea connected finite CW-complex and let Xbea
nilpotent CW-complex of finite type which is a rational H-space. Then there
exists a cofinite set of primes Q such that the canonical map
is injective for all S c Q .
Proof. We know that there exists Q such that e*: [W, Xs] -+ [W, XQ] is
injective for all S £ Q. But, since Xo is an iZ-space it follows that
[PF,X0] -> [TF.-XoJfj. is bijective. Thus we have a commutative diagram,
with 8 £ Q,
[W,XS]
showing that e*: [W, Xs]b -+ [W, X^ is injective.
REMARK. Notice that, by choosing the same Q as in Corollary 2.7, we
have ensured that [W, Xs] -» [W, Xg]^ is, in fact, bijective for S ^ Q, even
without insisting that Xs be an 2Z-space. Of course, in the proof of
Corollary 2.7, Q was chosen in such a way that X8 had a canonical ff-space
structure.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let W be a finite CW-complex and let X be a nilpotent
CW-complex of finite type which is a rational H-space. Then there exists a
cofinite set of primes Q such that the canonical ma/ps e%: [W, Xs] -> [W, Xo],
e%: [W, X j^fj -> [W, XJfj. are injective for all S c Q ,
Proof. We simply argue for each component of W, invoking Corollary
2.7 or Proposition 4.2.
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